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Abstract—With an increasing number of images that are
available in social media, image annotation has emerged as
an important research topic due to its application in image
matching and retrieval. Most studies cast image annotation into
a multi-label classification problem. The main shortcoming of
this approach is that it requires a large number of training
images with clean and complete annotations in order to learn
a reliable model for tag prediction. We address this limitation by
developing a novel approach that combines the strength of tag
ranking with the power of matrix recovery. Instead of having to
make a binary decision for each tag, our approach ranks tags
in the descending order of their relevance to the given image,
significantly simplifying the problem. In addition, the proposed
method aggregates the prediction models for different tags into
a matrix, and casts tag ranking into a matrix recovery problem.
It introduces the matrix trace norm to explicitly control the
model complexity so that a reliable prediction model can be
learned for tag ranking even when the tag space is large and the
number of training images is limited. Experiments on multiple
well-known image datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed framework for tag ranking compared to the state-ofthe-art approaches for image annotation and tag ranking.
Index Terms—automatic image annotation, tag ranking, matrix
recovery, low-rank, trace norm

I. I NTRODUCTION
He popularity of digital cameras and mobile phone cameras leads to an explosive growth of digital images that
are available over the internet. How to accurately retrieve images from enormous collections of digital photos has become
an important research topic. Content-based image retrieval
(CBIR) addresses this challenge by identifying the matched
images based on their visual similarity to a query image [1].
However due to the semantic gap between the low-level visual
features used to represent images and the high-level semantic
tags used to describe image content, limited performance is
achieved by CBIR techniques [1], [2]. To address the limitation
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of CBIR, many algorithms have been developed for tag based
image retrieval (TBIR) that represents images by manually
assigned keywords/tags. It allows a user to present his/her
information needs by textual information and find the relevant
images based on the match between the textual query and the
assigned image tags. Recent studies have shown that TBIR is
usually more effective than CBIR in identifying the relevant
images [3].
Since it is time-consuming to manually label images, various algorithms have been developed for automatic image
annotation [4]–[11]. Many studies view image annotation as
a multi-label classification problem [12]–[17], where in the
simplest case, a binary classification model is built for each
tag. The main shortcoming of this approach is that in order
to train a reliable model for tag prediction, it requires a
large number of training images with clean and complete
annotations. In this work, we focus on the tag ranking approach for automatic image annotation [18]–[25]. Instead of
having to decide, for each tag, if it should be assigned to
a given image, the tag ranking approach ranks tags in the
descending order of their relevance to the given image. By
avoiding making binary decision for each tag, the tag ranking
approach significantly simplifies the problem, leading to a
better performance than the traditional classification based
approaches for image annotation [25]. In addition, studies have
shown that tag ranking approaches are more robust to noisy
and missing tags than the classification approaches [24].
Although multiple algorithms have been developed for tag
ranking, they tend to perform poorly when the number of
training images is limited compared to the number of tags, a
scenario often encountered in real world applications [26]. In
this work, we address this limitation by casting tag ranking
into a matrix recovery problem [27]. The key idea is to
aggregate the prediction models for different tags into a matrix.
Instead of learning each prediction model independently, we
propose to learn all the prediction models simultaneously by
exploring the theory of matrix recovery, where a trace norm
regularization is introduced to capture the dependence among
different tags and to control the model complexity. We shown,
both theoretically and empirically, that with the introduction
of trace norm regularizer, a reliable prediction model can be
learned for tag ranking even when the tag space is large and
the number of training images is small. We note that although
the trace norm regularization has been studied extensively for
classification [28], [29], this is the first study that exploits trace
norm regularization for tag ranking.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related work on automatic image annotation and
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tag ranking. In Section 3, we introduce the formulation details
of the proposed framework and describe an efficient algorithm
for computing the optimal solution. Experimental results on
five different image data sets are reported and analyzed in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this work with future
directions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section we review the related work on automatic
image annotation and tag ranking. Given the rich literature on
both subjects, we only discuss the studies closely related to
this work, and refer the readers to [30], [31] for the detailed
surveys of these topics.
A. Automatic Image Annotation
Automatic image annotation aims to find a subset of keywords/tags that describes the visual content of an image. It
plays an important role in bridging the semantic gap between
low-level features and high-level semantic content of images.
Most automatic image annotation algorithms can be classified
into three categories (i) generative models that model the joint
distribution between tags and visual features, (ii) discriminative models that view image annotation as a classification
problem, and (iii) search based approaches. Below, we will
briefly review approaches in each category.
Both mixture models and topic models, two well known approaches in generative model, have been successfully applied
to automatic image annotation. In [12], a Gaussian mixture
model is used to model the dependence between keywords
and visual features. In [32]–[34], kernel density estimation
is applied to model the distribution of visual features and to
estimate the conditional probability of keyword assignments
given the visual features. Topic models annotate images as
samples from a specific mixture of topics, which each topic
is a joint distribution between image features and annotation keywords. Various topic models have been developed
for image annotation, including probabilistic latent semantic
analysis (pLSA) [35], latent Dirichlet allocation [36], [37] and
hierarchical Dirichlet processes [38]. Since a large number
of training examples are needed for estimating the joint
probability distribution over both features and keywords, the
generative models are unable to handle the challenge of large
tag space with limited number of training images.
Discriminative models [39], [40] views image annotation
as a multi-class classification problem, and learns one binary
classification model for either one or multiple tags. A 2D
multiresolution hidded Markov model (MHMM) is proposed
to model the relationship between tags and visual content
[41]. A structured max-margin algorithm is developed in [42]
to exploit the dependence among tags. One problem with
discriminative approaches for image annotation is imbalanced
data distribution because each binary classifier is designed to
distinguish image of one class from images of the other classes. It becomes more severe when the number of classes/tags is
large [43]. Another limitation of these approaches is that they
are unable to capture the correlation among classes, which is
known to be important in multi-label learning. To overcome

these issues, several algorithms [16], [17], [44] are proposed to
harness the keyword correlation as the additional information.
The search based approaches are based on the assumption
that visually similar images are more likely to share common
keywords [10]. Given a test image I, it first finds out a set of
training images that are visually similar to I, and then assigns
the tags that are most popular among the similar images.
A divide-and-conquer framework is proposed in [45] which
identifies the salient terms from textual descriptions of visual
neighbours searched from web images. In the Joint Equal
Contribution (JEC) model proposed in [4], multiple distance
functions are computed with each based on a different set of
visual features, and the nearest neighbors are determined by
the average distance functions. TagProp [7] predicts keywords
by taking a weighted combination of tags assigned to nearest
neighbor images. More recently, the sparse coding scheme
and its variations are employed in [5], [9], [14] to facilitate
image label propagation. Similar to the classification method,
the search based approaches often fail when the number of
training examples is limited.
B. Tag Ranking
Tag ranking aims to learn a ranking function that puts
relevant tags in front of the irrelevant ones. In the simplest
form, it learns a scoring function that assigns larger values
to the relevant tags than to those irrelevant ones. In [18], the
authors develop a classification framework for tag ranking that
computes tag scores for a test image based on the neighbor
voting. It was extended in [46] to the case where each image
is represented by multiple sets of visual features. Liu et al.
[19] utilizes the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) to calculate
relevance scores for different tags, and performs a randomwalk to further improve the performance of tag ranking by
exploring the correlation between tags. Similarly, Tang et al.
[47] proposed a two-stage graph-based relevance propagation
approach. In [21], a two-view tag weighting method is proposed to effectively exploit both the correlation among tags
and the dependence between visual features and tags. In [26],
a max-margin riffled independence model is developed for tag
ranking. As mentioned in the introduction section, most of
the existing algorithms for tag ranking tend to perform poorly
when the tag space is large and the number of training images
is limited.
III. R EGULARIZED TAG R ANKING
In this section, we first present the proposed framework for
tag ranking that is explicitly designed for a large tag space
with a limited number of training images. We then discuss
a computational algorithm that efficiently solves the related
optimization problem.
A. A Regularization Framework for Tag Ranking
Let the collection of training images be denoted by I =
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, where each image xi ∈ Rd is a vector of
d dimensions and n is the number of training examples. Let
T = {t1 , t2 , . . . tm } be the set of tags used to annotate images.
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Schematic illustration of the Proposed Method.

m×n

Let Y = (y1 , . . . , yn ) ∈ {0, 1}
represent tag assignments
for training images, where yi ∈ {0, 1}m represents the tag
assignment for the ith image. Here we use yji = 1 to indicate
that tag tj is assigned to image xi and zero, otherwise.
In order to learn a tag ranking function, we have to decide
in the first place which tags are relevant to a given image, and
which ones are not. To this end, we simply assume all the
assigned tags are relevant, and the unassigned tags are irrelevant. Although it is arguable that this simple treatment could
be problematic for noisy and incomplete tag assignments, it
is justified by the empirical study in [24] where tag ranking
is shown to be more robust to both noisy and missing tags
than the classification approaches. As a result, we would like
to learn a ranking function that assign a higher score to tag
tj than to a tag tk for image xi if yji = 1 and yki = 0.
More specifically, let fi (x) be the prediction function for the
ith tag, and let ℓ(z) be a loss function. Let εj,k (x, y) measure
the error in ranking tag tj and tk for image x with respect to
the true tag assignments y. It is defined as follows:
εj,k (x, y) = I(yj ̸= yk )ℓ ((yj − yk ) (fj (x) − fk (x)))

(1)

where I(z) is an indicator function that outputs 1 when z is
true and 0, otherwise. Using the ranking error εj,k (x, y), we
can now define the ranking error for an individual image x as

ε(x, y) =

m
∑

εj,k (x, y)

j,k=1

and the overall
∑nranking error for all the training images in collection I as i=1 ε(xi , yi ). For the simplicity of computation,
we restrict the prediction functions {fi }m
i=1 to linear functions,
i.e. fi (x) = wi⊤ x. Define W = [w1 , . . . , wm ] ∈ Rd×m and

the overall loss f (W ) as
f (W ) =

n
m
1∑ ∑
εj,k (xi , yi )
n i=1
j,k=1

n
m
(
(
))
1∑ ∑
=
I(yji ̸= yki )ℓ (yji − yki ) wj⊤ xi − wk⊤ xi
n i=1
j,k=1

(2)
Figure 1 illustrates the basic idea of the proposed framework
for tag ranking.
A straightforward approach for tag ranking is to search for a
matrix W that minimizes the ranking error f (W ). This simple
approach is problematic and could lead to the overfitting of
training data when the number of training images is relatively
small and the number of unique tags is large. Like most
machine learning algorithms, an appropriate regularization
mechanism is needed to control the model complexity and
prevent overfitting the training data. In order to effectively
capture the correlation among different tags, we follow [48]
and assume that the linear prediction functions in W are
linearly dependent and consequentially W is a low rank
matrix, leading to the following optimization problem
min f (W )

W ∈Ω

(3)

where the domain Ω is defined as
{
}
Ω = W ∈ Rd×m , rank(W ) ≤ r, |W |2 ≤ s
Here | · |2 stands for matrix spectral norm. In (3), we restrict
the solution W to domain Ω in order to control the complexity
of the prediction model. The regularization effect of domain
Ω is revealed by the following lemma on generalization error
bound.
Theorem 1: Define ℓ̄(W ) = Ex,y [ε(W, x, y)] and R =
max−sr≤z≤sr ℓ(z). Assume ℓ(z) is L-Lipschitz continuous.
c∗ ∈ Ω be the solution in Ω that minimizes f (W ). Then,
Let W
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with a probability 1 − n−2 , we have
c∗ ) ≤ 2L +
c∗ ) − ℓ̄(W
f (W
n
√
2
R n [r(1 + d + m) (log(18s) + log n) + log(2n2 )]
Proof: We divide our analysis into two step. In the first,
we will focus on a fixed solution W , and in the second step,
we generalize to any W ∈ Ω.
a) Step 1: We consider a fixed solution W ∈ Ω. In order
to bound f (W ) − ℓ̄(W ), we use the Hoeffiding concentration
inequality
Theorem 2: (Hoeffding inequality). Suppose aj < bj , j =
1, . . . , n, Xj ∈ [aj , bj ], E[Xj ] = 0, j = 1, . . . , n. Then,


}
{
n
∑

2t2
Pr
Xj ≥ t ≤ exp − ∑n
2


j=1 (bj − aj )
j=1
To use the Hoeffiding inequality, we define Xi =
ε(W, xi , yi ) − ℓ̄(W ) with |bj − aj | ≤ R. As a result, we have,
for a fixed W ∈ Ω,
}
{ n
(
)
∑[
]
2t2
Pr
ε(W, xi , yi ) − ℓ̄(W ) ≥ t ≤ exp − 2
nR
i=1
2

2t
By setting exp(− nR
2 ) = δ, we have
√
n
1
t=R
log
2
δ

Since f (W ) = ε(W, xi , yi ), we also have
√
1
n
P r{n[f (W ) − ℓ̄(W )] ≥ R
log } ≤ δ
2
δ
implying that with a probability 1 − δ, we have
√
2
2
f (W ) − ℓ̄(W ) ≤ R
log
n
δ
b) Step 2: We now proceed to consider any W ∈ Ω. In
particular, since
f (W∗ ) − ℓ̄(W∗ ) ≤ sup f (W ) − ℓ̄(W )
W ∈Ω

our goal is to bound sup f (W ) − ℓ̄(W ), i.e. the bound for
W ∈Ω

f (W ) − ℓ̄(W ) for any W ∈ Ω. Our approach is based on the
theory of covering number. The key idea is to first divide the
space Ω into many small cell, and for each solution W ∈ Ω,
we approximate the error f (W ) − ℓ̄(W ) by the error of the
center. For the center of each cell, we apply the result of step 1
to bound f (W )−ℓ̄(W ), and by taking the union bound, we can
bound f (W ) − ℓ̄(W ) for all the centers and consequentially
bound f (W ) − ℓ̄(W ) for every solution W ∈ Ω.
To this end, we divide the set Ω into many small cells by
using the proper ε-net. It finds the set of centers in Ω, denoted
by N (ε, Ω), such that the shortest distance between any W ∈
Ω and the set N (ε, Ω) is no larger than ε. Using the result of
step 1, for each W ∈ N (ε, Ω), with a probability 1 − δ, we
have
√
2
2
log
f (W ) − ℓ̄(W ) ≤ R
n
δ

By taking the union bound, we have, with a probability 1 −
|N (ε, Ω)|δ,
√
2
2
max f (W ) − ℓ̄(W ) ≤ R
log
n
δ
W ∈N (ε,Ω)
or if we redefine δ as
1−δ
max

W ∈N (ε,Ω)

δ
|N (ε,Ω)| ,

we have, with a probability

√

f (W ) − ℓ̄(W ) ≤ R

2
n

(

2
log |N (ε, Ω)| + log
δ

)

Using the fact [49]
(
|N (ε, Ω)| ≤

18s
ε

)(1+m+d)r

we have, with a probability 1 − δ, for any W ∈ N (ε, Ω),
f (W ) − ℓ̄(W ) ≤
√ [
(
)
]
2
1
2
R
r(1 + m + d) log 18s + log
+ log (4)
n
ε
δ
To connect the bound for proper ε-net N (ε, Ω) with the bound
for Ω, we exploit the property of the loss function ℓ(·). Since
ℓ(y) is L-lipschitz continuous, using the definition of ε-net,
we have, for any W ∈ Ω, there exists W ′ ∈ N (ε, Ω) such
that
|f (W ) − f (W ′ )| ≤
|ℓ̄(W ) − ℓ̄(W ′ )| ≤

L|W − W ′ | ≤ Lε,
L|W − W ′ | ≤ Lε

(5)
(6)

By combining the bounds in (4), (5), (6), we have, with a
probability 1 − δ, for any W ∈ Ω,
f (W ) − ℓ̄(W ) ≤ 2Lε
√ [
(
)
]
2
1
2
+R
r(1 + m + d) log 18s + log
+ log
n
ε
δ
We complete the proof by setting ε = 1/n, δ = 1/n2 , and W
c∗ .
to be W
As indicated by Theorem 1, to achieve a small generalization error, i.e.
√
2(r(1 + m + d)(log(18s) + log n) + log(2n2 ))/n,
n should be at least r(d + m)(log r + log(d + m)), which
is often referred to as sample complexity in learning theory.
Since the size of matrix W is dm, the sample complexity
r(d + m)(log r + log(d + m)) is significantly smaller than
dm when r ≪ min(d, m), indicating that by restricting the
solution to domain Ω, we will be able to avoid the overfitting
problem even when the number of tags m is large while the
number of training examples is limited.
Directly solving the optimization problem in (3) can be
computationally challenging since rank(W ) is a non-convex
function. Using the fact
|W |∗ ≤ rank(W )|W |2 ,
where | · |∗ stands for the trace norm of matrix, we relax the
domain Ω in a convex one as
{
}
Ω′ = W ∈ Rd×m : |W |∗ ≤ sr
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and consequentially approximate the optimization problem in
(3) by
min′ f (W ).
W ∈Ω

We can further simplify the above optimization problem by
turning the constrained optimization problem into a regularized optimization problem, i.e.
min F (W ) := f (W ) + λ∥W ∥∗

W ∈Rd×m

(7)

where λ > 0 is the regularization parameter used to balance
between regularization term and the loss function based on
training examples.
B. Optimization
Since both the loss function f (W ) and the trace norm
∥W ∥∗ are convex, one popular approach for solving the
optimization problem in (7) is gradient descent. For the sake of
clarity, we set the loss function in (1) to be a logistic loss. i.e.,
ℓ(z) = log (1 + e−z ). At each iteration t, given the current
solution Wt for (7), we first compute a subgradient of the
objective function F (W ) at W = Wt , denoted by ∇F (Wt ),
and then update the solution by
Wt+1 = Wt − ηt ∇F (Wt )

(8)

where ηt > 0 is a step size at the t-th iteration. Let Wt =
Ut Σt Vt⊤ be the singular value decomposition of Wt . Since
Ut Vt⊤ is a subgradient of ∥W ∥∗ at W = Wt , we have
n
m
(
)
1∑ ∑ i
m ⊤
∇F (Wt ) = λUt Vt⊤ +
αjk xi em
(9)
j − ek
n i=1
j,k=1

where
i
αjk
= I(yji ̸= yki )ℓ′ ((yji − yki )x⊤
i (wj − wk ))

and em
j is a vector of m dimensions with all the elements
being zero except that its jth entry is 1.
The main computational challenge in implementing the
gradient descent approach for optimizing (9) aries from the
high cost in computing the singular value decomposition of
Wt . It is known [50] that when the objective function is
smooth, the gradient method can be accelerated to achieve the
optimal convergence rate of O(T −2 ). It was shown recently
[51]–[53] that a similar scheme can be applied to accelerate
optimization problems where the objective function consists of
a smooth part and a trace norm regularization. In this work,
we adopt the accelerated proximal gradient (APG) method
[54] for solving the optimization problem in (7). Specifically,
according to [54], we update the solution Wt by solving the
following optimization problem
Wt = arg min
W

where

1
∥W − Wt′ ∥2F + λ∥W ∥∗
2ηt

(10)

Wt′ = Wt−1 − ηt ∇f (Wt−1 )

The optimal solution to (10), according to [55], is obtained
by first computing the singular value decomposition (SVD) of

5

Algorithm 1 Solving Problem (7) by Accelerated Gradient
Algorithm
{
}n
Input: Training image collection I = xi ∈ Rd i=1 , tag
m n
assignments for training images Y = {yj ∈ {0, 1} }j=1 ,
parameter λ.
Initialize: η0 = 1, γ = 2, α1 = 1, W0 = Z0 = Z1 ∈ Rd×m
while not converged do
1. Set η = η(k−1
)
(
)
2. While F pη (Zk−1 ) > Qη pη (Zk−1 ) , Zk−1 , set
η :=

η̄
γ

3. Set ηk = η and update
Wk = pηk (Zk ) ,
√
1 + 1 + 4αk2
αk+1 =
,
2
(
)
αk − 1
Zk+1 = Wk +
(Wk − Wk−1 ) .
αk+1
end while
Output: The optimal solution W∗ .

Wt′ and then applying soft-thresholding to the singular values
of Wt′ . More specifically, the optimal solution is given as
Wt = U Σληt V ⊤ ,
where Wt′ = U ΣV ⊤ is the SVD of Wt′ and Σληt is a diagonal
matrix with its diagonal elements computed as (Σληt )ii =
max{0, Σii − ληt }.
The final component of the accelerated algorithm is to determine the step size ηt , which could have a significant impact
on the convergence of the accelerated algorithm. We follow
[54] and apply a simple line search to find an appropriate
step size ηt . More specifically, we denote by pη (Wt−1 ) the
optimal solution to (10) with step size ηt set as η, and by
Qη (pη (Wt−1 ), Wk−1 ) the optimal value of the objective function in (10). We initialize the step size at iteration t as the one
from the last iteration, and perform a simple line search to find
the step size such that F (pη (Wt−1 )) > Qη (pη (Wt−1 ), Wk−1 ).
Algorithm 1 summarizes the key steps of the accelerated
algorithm for solving the optimization problem in (7). Figure 2
shows the convergence of the objective function for dataset
Corel5K, ESPGame, and IAPRTC-12 (more information about
these three datasets can be found in the experimental section).
C. Automatic Image Annotation and Tag Ranking
Given the learned matrix W∗ and a test image represented by vector xt , we compute scores for different tags by
yt = W∗⊤ xt that indicate the relevance of each tag to the
visual content of the test image. The tags are then ranked
in the descending order of the relevant scores and only the
tags ranked at the top will be used to annotate the test image.
Besides image annotation, the learned model can also be used
when a subset of tags is provided to the test image and needs
to be re-ranked in order to remove the noisy tags.
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IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we first describe our experimental setup,
including image datasets, feature extraction, and evaluation
measures. We then present three sets of experiments to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed tag ranking approach, where
the first experiment evaluates the performance of image annotation with limited training examples, the second experiment
evaluates the performance of image annotation using training
images with missing tags, and the last experiment examines
the performance of the proposed algorithm for tag ranking.
We finally evaluate the sensitivity of the proposed algorithm
to parameter λ.
A. Image Datasets
To evaluate the proposed algorithm for image tagging, we
conduct extensive experiments on five benchmark datasets
for image annotation/taging, including Corel5K, ESPGame,
IAPRTC-12, Pascal VOC2007 and SUNAttribute. The first
three image datasets are used to evaluate the performance of
automatic image annotation, and the last two image datasets
are used to evaluate tag ranking since a relevance score
is provide for every assigned tag. Table I summarizes the
statistics of the image datasets used in our study.
Corel5K. This dataset contains about 5, 000 images that
are manually annotated with 1 to 5 keywords. The annotation
vocabulary contains 260 keywords. A fixed set of 499 images
are used as test and the rest images are used for training.
ESPGame. This dataset is obtained from an online game
named ESP. We use a subset of around 20,000 images that are
publicly available [11].
IAPRTC-12. This image collection is comprised of 19, 627
images, each accompanied with descriptions in multiple languages that were initially published for cross-lingual retrieval.
Nouns are extracted from the textual descriptions to form the
keyword assignments to images. We use the annotation results
provided in [11].
Pascal VOC2007. This dataset is comprised of 9, 963
images. We use the tags provided in [56] that are collected
from 758 workers using Amazon Mechanical Turk. As a result,
for each image, we compute the relevance score for each
assigned tag based on its votes from different workers. This
relevance score will be used to evaluate ranking performance.
On average, each image in this dataset is annotated by 4.2 tags
from a vocabulary of 399 tags.

SUNAttribute. The SUNAttribute dataset contains 14,340
images and 102 scene attributes spanning from materials, surface properties, lighting, functions and affordances, to spatial
envelope properties. Similar to Pascal VOC2007, the annotated
tags are collected from a large number of workers using
the Amazon Mechanical Turk and therefore the votes from
different workers can be used to compute the relevance score
for different tags.
For Corel5K, ESPGame and IAPRTC-12 image datasets, a
bag-of-words model, based on densely sampled SIFT descriptors, is used to represent the visual content of images [7].
For Pascal VOC2007 dataset, we follow [56] and extract three
types of image features: Gist, color histogram, and bag-ofwords histograms. For the SUNAttribute dataset, we follow
[57] and represent each image using four types of features:
Gist, HOG2 × 2, a self-similarity, and geometric context color
histogram. For simplicity, features provided in both Pascal
VOC2007 and SUNAttribute datasets are directly combined
by merging the feature vectors of each image. We subtract
every element of each dimension of features by the mean of
all elements in this dimension, and then divide by the standard
variation of all elements in this dimension to normalize the
features.
B. Evaluation Measures
Firstly, to evaluate the performance of automatic image
annotation, we adopt the Average Precision (AP @K) and
Average Recall (AR@K) as the evaluation metrics, which are
defined as [3]:
AP @K =

nt
1 ∑
Nc (i)
nt i=1 K

(11)

AR@K =

nt
1 ∑
Nc (i)
nt i=1 Ng (i)

(12)

where K is the number of truncated tags, nt is the number of
test images, Nc (i) is the number of correctly annotated tags
for the ith test image, Ng (i) is the number of tags assigned to
the ith image. Both average precision and recall compares the
automatically annotated image tags to the manually assigned
ones.
In addition, we use the Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gains at top K (N DCG@K) to measure the performance
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TABLE I
S TATISTICS FOR THE DATASETS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS . T HE BOTTOM

No.of images
Vocabulary size
Tags per image
Image per tag

Corel5K
4,999
260
3.4/5
58.6/1,004

ESPGame
20,770
268
4.69/15
363/5,059

of different tag ranking approaches. It reflects how well a
computed ranking agrees with the ideal (ground truth) ranking,
with the emphasis on the accuracy of the top ranked items. It
is defined as [26]:
N DCG@K =

K
1 ∑ 2rel(i) − 1
Z i=1 log(1 + i)

(13)

where K is called truncation level, Z is the normalization
constant to make sure the optimal ranking get the NDCG score
of 1, and rel(i) is the relevance score for the i-th ranked
tag. Finally, for the proposed method, we set λ = 1 for all
experiments except for the last one where we evaluate the
impact of parameter λ.
C. Experimental (I): Automatic Image Annotation with Limited Number of Training Images
In the first experiment, we evaluate the annotation performance of the proposed image tagging method with limited
training images. To this end, we randomly sample only 10%
of images for training and use the remaining 90% for testing.
Each experiment is repeated 10 times, each with a different
spliting of training and testing data. We report the result based
on the average over the trials. The following state-of-theart approaches for image annotation are used as the baseline
approaches in our evaluation:
• Joint equal contribution method (JEC) [4]. It finds
appropriate annotation words for a test image based on
a k nearest neighbor classifier that used a combined
distance measure derived from multiple sets of visual
features.
• Tag Propagation method (TagProp) [7]. It propagates
the tag information from the labeled images to the
unlabeled ones via a weighted nearest neighbor graph,
where RBF kernel function is used for computing weights
between images.
• Multi-Class SVM method (SVM) [58]. It simply implements One-versus-All (OvA) SVM classifier for each
tag, and ranks the tags based on the output probability
values.
• Fast Image Tagging method (FastTag) [59]. It explores
multi-view learning technique for multi-label learning. In
particular, it defines two classifiers, one for each view of
the data, and introduces a co-regularizer in the objective
function to enforce that the predictions based on different
views are consistent for most training examples.
• Efficient Multi-Label Ranking method (MLR) [23].
This approach explores the group lasso technique in
multi-label ranking to effectively handle the missing class

7

TWO ROWS ARE GIVEN IN THE FORMAT MEAN

IAPRTC-12
19,627
291
5.72/23
386/5,534

Pascal VOC2007
9,963
399
4.2/35
53/2,095

/

MAXIMUM .

SUNAttribute
14,340
102
15.5/37
2,183/11,878

labels. It has been shown to outperform many multi-label
learning algorithms [23].
The key parameter for TagProp is the number of nearest
neighbors used to determine the nearest neighbor graph. We
set it to be 200 as suggested by the original work [7]. For both
SVM and MLR methods, linear function instead of RBF kernel
function is adopted here for fair comparison. The optimal value
for penalty parameter C in both methods is found by cross
validation. Note that although FastTag method also adopts
linear image feature classifiers, it incorporates non-linearity
into the feature space as a preprocessing step.
First, we show the comparison of average precision/recall
for the first 5 returned tags for Corel5K dataset 1 and the top
10 returned tags for both ESPGame and IAPRTC-12 datasets
in Figure 3. It is not surprising to observe that with increasing
number of returned tags , average precision declines while
average recall improves. This is also called precision-recall
trade-off, a phenomenon that is well known in information
retrieval [3]. Second, we observe that our method significantly
outperforms two nearest-neighbor based methods (JEC and
TagProp) on the given datasets since the performance of
nearest-neighbor based methods largely depend on the number
of training samples. Specifically, at the truncation level of 4
(AP@4), we see our method yields around 5.6%, 4% and
8.76% improvement over TagProp on Corel5K, ESPGame
and IAPRTC-12 dataset, respectively. In addition, the proposed method also outperforms multi-class SVM and FastTag
algorithms, two classification based approaches, and MLR,
a multi-label ranking approach. We attribute the success of
the proposed approach to the special design of the proposed
approach that nicely combines the ranking approach with trace
norm regularization: it is the ranking approach that allows us
to avoid making binary classification decision, and it is the
trace norm regularization that makes our approach robust to
the limited number of training examples.
To further investigate the advantages of the proposed approach, we evaluate the two components, i.e. ranking loss and
trace norm regularization, separately. More specifically, we
develop two baseline approaches, one replacing the ranking
loss in the proposed framework with classification loss (C+T)
and the other replacing trace norm with Frobenius norm for
regularization (R+F). We also include the last baseline (C+F)
that combines the classification loss with the Frobenius norm
regularization. Following the naming convention here, we
refer to the proposed approach as R+T. Figure 4 shows the
prediction results that are based on 10% of images for training.
We observe that the proposed framework outperforms the other
1 We only consider the first 5 returned tags in Corel5K image dataset since
the maximum tags for each image is 5.
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Average precision and recall for automatic Image annotation on Corel5K, ESPGame and IAPRTC-12 datasets.
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Evaluation of different loss functions and matrix regularizers for automatic image annotation.

three baselines, and the classification loss with Frobenius norm
yields the worst performance among four approaches. Both
observations indicate that the combination of ranking loss with
trace norm regularization is important when the number of
training images is limited.
Finally, for the completeness of our experiment, we evaluate
the performance of automatic image annotation by varying
the number of training samples from 10% to 90%. Figure
5 summarizes the performance of AP @5 for three different
datasets. We observe that annotation performance of all methods improves with increasing numbers of training images.

We also observe that the improvement made by the proposed
algorithm over the baseline methods reduces as the number of
training images increase.
D. Experiment (II): Automatic Image Annotation with Incomplete Image Tags
In this experiment, we examine the performance of the
proposed method when training image are partially annotated.
To this end, similar to [24], we randomly select only 20%,
40%, and 60% of the assigned tags for training images. This
setting allows us to test the sensitivity of the proposed method
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Tag Ranking on Pascal VOC2007 Image Dataset

E. Experimental (III):Tag Ranking
In this subsection, we evaluate the proposed algorithm for
tag ranking. Given an image and a list of associated tags,
the goal of tag ranking is to rank the tags according to their
relevance to the image content. Both the Pascal VOC2007 and
SUNAttribute datasets are used in this experiment since a relevance score is provided for each assigned tag. We randomly
select 10% of images from each dataset for training, and use
the remaining 90% for testing. We repeat the experiment 10
times and repeat the averaged NDCG.
Using the votes collected from different workers, according
to the settings in [26], we create three levels of relevance
score for each assigned tag: Most Relevant (score 4), Relevant
(score 3) and Less Relevant (score 2). To make the problem
challenging enough, for each image, we add three randomly
sampled irrelevant tags (score 1) to the tag list. As a rsult,
each tag list is comprised of labels with four relevance levels,
ranging from the irrelevant category to the most relevant one.

Tag Ranking on SUNAttribute Image Dataset
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to the missing tags. Since the maximum number of annotated
tags for the Corel5K dataset is 5, we only conduct the
experiments on ESPGame and IAPRTC-12 datasets, where the
maximum number of assigned tags are 15 and 23, respectively.
The results of average precision for both datasets are reported
in Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively.
It is not surprising to observe that annotation performance
of all methods drops as the number of observed annotations
decreases, indicating that the missing annotations could greatly
affect the annotation performance. On the other hand, compared to the baseline methods, the proposed method is more
resilient to the missing tags: on the ESPGame dataset, it
only experiences a 1.41% drop in average precision when the
number of observed tags decreases from 60% to 20%, while
the other five baseline methods suffer from 4% to 8% loss
for AP @4. This result indicates that the proposed method is
more effective in handling missing tags. Figure 10 provides
examples of annotations generated by different approach for
the ESPGame and IAPRTC-12 datasets when only 20% of
the assigned tags are observed for each training image. These
examples further confirm the advantage of using the proposed
approach for automatic image annotation when training images
are equipped with incomplete tags.
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Fig. 8. Performance of tag ranking, measured by NDCG, for dataset Pascal
VOC2007 and SUNAttribute.

The following algorithms are used as the baselines in the
evaluation of tag ranking. The first baseline uses the classification scores output from the one-vs-all SVM with linear
function to rank tags. The second baseline, named TagRel
[18], is based on the neighbor voting strategy for tag ranking,
and the neighbor number is empirically set to 100. The third
baseline, abbreviated as PRW [19], combines the probabilistic
tag ranking approach with a random walk-based tag ranking
approach, and we use the same parameter settings suggested
by the origin work. The fourth baseline, named RPTR [47], is
a relevance propagation tag ranking approach which combines
both tag graph and image graph. The last baseline, which is
known as TW [21], is a two-view tag weighting method that
combines the local information both in tag space and visual
space, and the trade-off hyper-parameters used in the algorithm
is adopted as suggested by the origin work.
Figure 8 reports NDCG values for the proposed algorithm
and the four baseline methods on datasets Pascal VOC2007
and SUNAttribute. We can see that the proposed method
significantly outperforms most baselines on both datasets.
When evaluating with respect to the first five ranked tags (i.e.
N DCG@5), we see our method yields about 9% improvement
over SVM and 3.5% to 4% improvement over TagRel, RPTR
and PRW on Pascal VOC2007 dataset. Furthermore, although
our method only achieves around 2% improvement over TW,
it is much more scalable than TW due to the fact that
TW is essentially a transductive learning manner, which is
not suitable for unseen test images. Similar improvements
are observed on the SUNAttribute dataset. The experimental
results prove that the proposed method is effective for tag
ranking especially when the training samples are limited.
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Fig. 6. Performance of automatic image annotation on the ESPGame dataset with incomplete image tags, where the number of observed tags is varied from
20%, 40% to 60%.
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Fig. 7. Performance of automatic image annotation on the IAPRTC-12 dataset with incomplete image tags, where the number of observed tags is varied
from 20%, 40% to 60%.
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Fig. 9. Average precision and recall of the proposed method for the IAPRTC12 dataset with varied λ.

tag ranking have demonstrated that the proposed method
significantly outperforms several state-of-the-art methods for
image annotation especially when the number of training
images is limited and when many of the assigned image tags
are missing. In the future, we plan to apply the proposed
framework to the image annotation problem when image
tags are acquired by crowdsouring that tend to be noisy and
incomplete.
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rack trouser pinnacle

sky man front lagoon tree
shore fountain garden
mountain cloth

MLR

house wall room
cobblestone door front
palm lamp tower bed

house tree landscape
people jacket square
building sweater shelf dog

mountain house palm
flower landscape wall
gate orange sky train

people house lawn
round view green field
building stand stadium

mountain grass
landscape house
shrub rock wall
tussock slope snow

cyclist sky car tree
jersey helmet cycling
short sign sand

range shore field sky
lagoon bay lake river
tourist road

Proposed

wall building front
window house door
street room column
balcony

front man house wall
people woman child
tourist room building

mountain sky train
front cloud tourist door
roof window wall

stadium lawn slope house
grandstand road field
tree player people

mountain landscape
sky rock middle hill
desert lake man cliff

cyclist jersey sky
short road cycling
helmet bike pole car

mountain sky lake range
cloud shore summit
sea stone hill

Ground Truth

front group meadow
stone tourist wall

boat man ocean sea
water wave

balcony building sky
fountain lamp palm
square street

cloud leave palm
plant sea sky

bed bedcover bedside
curtain lamp room
table wall

bush cactus man
slope tree woman

face girl hair smile
white woman

JEC

slope jersey man tree
cyclist helmet cycling
wall sky front

man green people grass
picture photo family blue
woman black

sky front table child
grey tree wall
classroom house man

man round tee shirt
wall woman building
child classroom jacket

front room fence
gravel child cloud
curtain door floor man

man forest grass
bush cliff middle
adult fence hill leave

website red woman
black art box brown
building church colors

man jersey slope front
tree wall mountain
bush meadow people

airplane arrow red
man blue sky water
magazine word ocean

front sky group
people table man
wall tree room house

man bench blanket wall
table woman front
child classroom sky

front child people
wall room table sky
fence man house

man hill grass
forest tree pant sky
bush rock middle

man cd red white
black circle green logo
face people

man front meadow
wall cycling cyclist
forest helmet tree bike

water man sea sand
tree word blue car
gray mountain

front group sky wall
tree people table man
house building

bench sky man wall
people woman sea tree
building tourist

front child wall room
man people tourist
fence gravel table

hill pant man sky tree
grass bush forest
meadow cliff

man logo red black cd
face white circle green
pink

sky man tree bone
people front shelter
building pant house

water red sky ocean
tree smile beak nose
green cloud

sky front tree harbour
man people house
building pot fountain

sky jetty front man
tree house corridor
edge lagoon flagpole

sky tree table cloth
flagpole wall man
ravine room neck

sky man front tree
people house grass
bicycle lawn leave

hair face man smile
nose woman girl circle
glasses teeth

MLR

building trunk dog man
tourist photo sky
meadow sand paving

water ocean tree nose
blue fire white roof
cloud wing

building sky house tree
tower palm street
people sign man

sky woman house tree
sea cloud salt lake
orange tower

room bed wall tree
house curtain night
side painting bedside

grass tree leave sand
rock dog bush house
cliff trail

white pink square
purple face bald nose
man word blue

Proposed

front man wall people
tourist helmet group
woman photo meadow

ocean sea sky water
sand blue red boat
man tree

building sky lamp tree
street front people tower
palm grey

sky cloud man sea
palm tree lake grass
house shore

wall room curtain front
bed painting bedside
fence blanket table

tree bush man grass
forest slope middle
rock jungle path

white man hair black
red face blue woman
girl hat

Ground Truth

TagProp

SVM

FastTag

sky side landscape
highway car tree
short road bike people

mountain lake sea sky
cloud boat fountain hill
house man

Fig. 10. Examples of test images from both the ESPGame and IAPRTC-12 datasets with top 10 annotations generated by different methods. The correct
tags are highlighted by bold font whereas the incorrect ones are highlighted by italic font.
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